
TASTE WITHOUT WASTE 

Almond Butter 
Makes 1 cup. Can easily be doubled/tripled etc. 

Ingredients 
2 cups raw almonds 
½ tsp coconut oil (optional) 

Method 
Preheat the oven to 170C. Spread the almonds out evenly over a large baking tray. Pop in the oven for 10 minutes or 
until the almonds take on a glistening dark-brown appearance with an intense nutty aroma. Set the baking tray on a 
wire rack and allow to cool slightly for 2 minutes. 

Meanwhile, set up your food processor, fitted with an ‘s’ blade, and have a plastic scraper/spatula and your coconut oil 
at the ready. 

Tip the almonds into the food processor. Blitz for 1 minute or until it produces almond meal. Stop the processor and 
scrape down the sides of the bowl. Regularly scraping down the sides will help prevent your blade spinning without 
actually touching any of the almonds and will also ensure that everything reaches the desired consistency at the same 
time. 

Repeat the process twice more, scraping down after each minute of blitzing. Don’t worry if steam forms in the food 
processor – it’s simply due to the hot almonds. Around the three minute mark (though this will depend on the strength 
of your food processor) magic should start to happen. The almond meal will start to clump together as the oils are 
released from the nuts, and it will look like rough, dry clay. Blitz for another minute. By now you should see almond 
butter beginning to form at the very bottom edges of the food processor bowl. Most of the clay like substance will still 
be spinning around the bowl, yet there will be a thin strip of almond butter remaining ‘stationary’ at the bottom. 

Add your ½ tsp of coconut oil to encourage the almonds to release their oils a little quicker and blitz for another 
minute or two. Remember to scrape down the sides regularly! If you want to add another ½ tsp of coconut oil to 
speed up the process more, you can do so now. 

By now you will have been processing the almonds for around 5 minutes. At this point your almond butter will be 
close to reaching a smooth, runny consistency. Dip your spatula into the butter and hold it up over the processor bowl. 
If the butter runs off in a slow steady stream (it will firm up as it cools down) then it’s ready! If it still appears grainy or is 
quite thick, pulse in 30 second bursts until it reaches the desired consistency. 

Pour/scrape the almond butter into a sterilised jar with a tight fitting lid or airtight plastic container. 

Store in a cool dark place or in the refrigerator. Stir the contents of the jar before serving as the oils may rise to the 
top. 

Source: A Taste Without Waste original. 
Printed from: www.tastewithoutwaste.com 

 


